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Keynote
With Art Therapy Notecards colouring fans can send friends and loved ones
gorgeous cards with a personal touch by colouring in the beautiful designs in
this wonderfully designed hard case.
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With Art Therapy Notecards colouring fans can send friends and loved ones
gorgeous cards with a personal touch by colouring in the beautiful designs in
this wonderfully designed hard case.
There are 10 intricately detailed designs, each with 2 different colour treatments, for the
sender or recipient to express their creativity. Each of the 20 cards is securely glued into
the book, blank on the inside and comes with a blank envelope so that every card can be
customised.
Make your loved ones feel special with an original and unique greeting card.

Sales Points
C olouring fans can now share their creative talents by completing the greeting cards in
the style of the best-selling Art Therapy series, which has sold over 600,000 copies
There are 20 cards (and 20 envelopes) to write messages inside, each with an elegant
and original, partially-coloured illustration on the front for senders (or recipients) to
customise and colour in
Featuring 10 different designs, each with 2 different complementary colour pallets.
Each card within this beautifully bound hard case is securely glued into the book,
forming a well-designed pad
£8.32 ex.VAT/£9.99 inc.VAT

Reviews
'It is such a thrill to receive a hand coloured card as I found out recently. I've kept it
and still get a buzz out of it. There isn't one design in this pack of notecards that I
wouldn't enjoy colouring.' - Colouring Inside The Lines Blog

Author Biography
Lizzie Preston (Author)
Birmingham based Lizzie Preston is a versatile designer and illustrator whose skills with
typography and love of bold and bright colours make her stand out.
Lizzie has a wealth of experience in creating greeting cards and so was a perfect fit to
provide content for Art Therapy Greeting C ards and C olour Therapy Greeting C ards.
Chellie Carroll (Author)
Beginning her creative career as a designer working on projects for the launch of
Playstation 2 and BBC 3, C hellie C arroll turned to illustration full time in 2000.
Michael O ’Mara.
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Sales Office:

C hellie has worked for C adburys, Kelloggs, C ancer Research and Readers Digest
amongst others. She works primarily with computer-based vector line images and has a
flair for intricate zen-tangle drawings - many of which have featured in Relaxing Art
Therapy, A C alming C olouring Book for Kids and both C olour and Art Therapy Greeting
C ards.
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